how things have changed.
southbank. 2000s. 2010s.
griffith film school. grand
building. history. designer
patina. higher ceilings. air
con. cultural precinct. art
galleries. museum. library.
boardwalks and goodwill
bridges. bougainvillea. spoilt
for culinary choice. no green
bits. the river. beer. digital.
sleek. cintiqs and wacomcs. a
few pencils. some charcoal.
maya and toon boom and
mudbox and nuke. macs
and pcs. armatures. motion
to controlled cameras. mo cap.
rigs and textures and pre-viz
and x and y and z axes. slick
productions. long nights. tears.
frame by frame. glacial. re-
mastered HD ex-yugoslavian
animation. youtube. lecture
capture. blended learning.
email. email. email. summits
and symposiums. journals and
awards. more show-off alumni.
more plum jobs. pimply
undergrads. high hopes.
talent. passion. laughter.
explosions and fart gags.

some things remain. much
changes. amazing.
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